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MIDWEST
Sharing capitol ideas

RRR000655

The Council of State Governments

Midwestern Office

January 4, 2008

Edward F. Sproilt III, Director
U.S. Departmen t of Energy
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
c/o EIS OFFICE
1551 Hillshire Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89134

Dear Mr. Sproat:

By fax: 800-967-0739 701 Ea51 22"" Slreet
Suite 110

lombard. nnnoi6 60148
Tel; 630,925.19n
Fall; 630.925.1930

E·mall: csgm@<::sg.Otg
www.C$9"lidWG;lorg

Michael H. McCabe
Regional Director

Laxingtom

P.O. BOlt 11910
lellington, Kentucky

40576·1910
Tal: 859.24<1.8000

Al1sn18
P.O. Box 98129

ManIa, GeoTgia 30359
Tel; 404.833.1866

If you have any questions about the attached comments, please contact Ms. Lisa
Janairo of The Ct>uncil of State Governments' Midwestern Office at 920-458-5910.

On behalf of the Midwestern states, we are writing to submit comments on the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for a Geologic Repository for the
Disposal of SPt~I'tt Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca
Mountain, Nye County, Nevada (DOE/EI5-0250F-SID). 'The comments reflect the
collective input l>f the member states or The Council of State Govemments'
Midwestern Radioactive Waste Transportation Committee, which is supported bI a
cooperative agreement with OCRWM. The committee consists of members
appointed by th(! governors and legislative leaders in the 12 Midwestern states:
minois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, Ohio, SCtuth Dakota, and Wisconsin.

Sincerely.

~X~
Jane Beetem, Co··Chair
CSG Midwestern Radioactive
Waste Transportation Committee

Enclosure

LL~
Kevin Leuer, Co-Chair
CSG Midwestern Radioactive
Waste Transportation Committee

NewYor\(
40 Broad SVeet

Suite 2050
New Vorl<, New York

10004-231'
Tel: 212.4&2.2320

SaCr3mellIO
1107 9tn $ttoc:t

Suits 650
sacramento. Clllifomla

95814
Tel: 916.553.4423

WMhlnglOn
0144 Nonh Capllol S1reet.

NW
Sufte401

WeshlnglOn. CO 20001
Tel: 202.&24.5460

Washingl.On, DC 2000'
1512

lei: 202.e24.5400
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The Council of State Governments
Midwestern Radioactive Materials Transportation Committee

Comments on OCRWM's Draft Repository
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SIrS)

(DOEIEIS·0250F-S1D)

General ,:omments:

1. [Cooperative planning: The Midwest appreciates DOE's commitment to "\¥ork with states, local
Lgovernm,mt officials, federally recognized American Indian tribes, utilitie~;, the transportation
industry, and other interested parties in a cooperative manner to develop the transportation
system" (p. H-2).]

;L [ipgh-IeVE!! r.adioactive waste versus spent fuel: The Midwestern states wculd like DOE to
clarify whether all measures that apply to spent fuel shipments would likE wise apply to high
level waste shipments. TIle SEIS should explain any differences between the requirements or
procedums DOE will follow for shipments of these different materials]

3 ~Naval versus other spent fuel shipments: As with high-level radioactive waste, the states seek
clarification on whether all measures that apply to commercial spent fu€l 5hipments will also
apply to Naval spent fuel. If Naval spent fuel will be subject to different rf!quirements, then
DOE needs to make that clear in the SE1S and other documents that addre!.s transportation]

~ IlAD conc'ept: DOE sets an ambitious goal of shipping 90 percent of the sp~nt fuel reactor sites
in TADs. The sensitivity analysis considers a similarly high percentage (7~.%). What kind of
incentive will DOE give the utilities to entice them to put so much. of their ~pent fuel in TAOs?
DOE sho1.lld aSSess the impacts of other levels of TAD utilization - such ZlS 50% or even 10%.
Also, will decommissioned sites be able to load TADs?

DOE assumes utilities will load the TADs onsite. Does loading the TADs at the power plants
decrease worker exposure compared to loading them at the repository, Or does it just shift the
exposure ':0 a different set of workersfl

Specific c·omments:

5 l!mersency response: The discussion of "Unified Command" in section H.5.2 (p. H-l7) should
include arl explicit statement that a local official would be the incident commander in most
cases. ThE! draft 5EIS makes this point earlier on page H-16, but it bears repeating.

Also, in section H.8, DOE mentions the key role of emergency response capabilities in assuring
shipment security: "The key elements of a secure tr.ansportation program include physical
security systems, information security, materials control and accounting, p.·rsonnel security,
security program management, and emergency response capabilities" (H-19). Because
eII\ergenc~lresponse is su.ch un important component of shipment security, DOE musl makt!
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sure to share detailed security-related information with appropriate emeqency management
points of contacts within the statesJ

to ~eetion H.6.2 also makes mention of the National Response Plan and "Ind dents of National
!§ignificanee." The Department of Homeland Security is in the process of replacing the
"National Response Plan" with the "National Response Framework". Th(! "National Response
Framewcrk" document is in a pre-decisional and deliberative draft dated fuly 2007. According
to DHS, "This Framework, upon full implementation, supersedes the National Response Plan
(NRP). The NRP was understood by many readers to suggest that deployment of Federal
assistancl~or interagency incident management coordination would only lollow declaration or
an "Incident of National Significance" by the DHS Secretary of a formal emergency or disaster
declaration by the Presjdent. In practice, many incidents call for an earliel' and more effective
start by DHS in coordinating and supporting response, either to forestall the incident from
becoming worse or to surge more aggressively to contain it. This docume:'\t therefore has
eliminated "Incident of National Significance" declarations from the Framework's formal
vocabulw:y' and operational plan." Section H.6.2 should be updated accodingly.]

'1 ~ectiol:ls: On page H-6, following a reference to the evSA inspection procedures, the SEIS
says, "UI1der these procedures, each state through which a shipment passed would inspect each
shipment to the repOSitory, and a shipment would not begin or continue until inspectors
determinl~d that the vehicle and its cargo were free of defects." This is wrong and needs to be
corrected

In sectiOI1 H.4.9 (p. H-12), there is no mention of point of origin inspect:ion:~to be done by the
states. DOE's Radioactive Material Transportation Practices Manual specifies that shipments
will be m.:lde available to the states for such inspections. For truck shipments, in fact, only a
duly certified state inspector can apply the CVSA Level VI sticker. DOE's analysis should
therefore assume that each shipment wj)) be subject to a point of origin inspection conducted by
a state impector.

If DOE's ,malysis did not consider state inspections at the point of origin, then it is possible the
worker e>:posure values are seriously underestimated. As DOE notes On F. 6-16, "escorts and
inspector:; would receive the highest estimated radiation doses." If DOE's analysis considered
the expos lIre only to its own inspectors at the point of origin, then the dep.1rtment should redo
the analy~;is to double the number of inspectors and their exposure at the point of origin.

Also on p. H-12, DOE says it will inspect rail shipments in accordance with, among other
things, tho~ FRA's Safety Compliance Oversight Plan (SeOP). The SCOP's references to pre
shipment inspections address the responsibilities of FRA or FRA-certified :.tate inspectors.
None of the inspection provisions are to be performed by the shipper. It could therefore be
misleading for the SEIS to say that DOE will inspect rail shipments "in aco)rdance with" the
scor (p. H-12).
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Because the shipper has very little role in inspecting rail shipments, the Midwestem states urge
DOE to adopt and support the development of rail inspection procedures as recommended by
the Rail Topic Group of the Transportation External Coordination Workir g Group (TEC/WG).
The states that participate in the PRA's State Safety Participation Program are gearing up to
pilot test these procedures. Because of its strong interest in ensuring safe ,;hipments of spent
fuel and ::'ligh-level waste, DOE should support the efforts of the states and the topic: group
members to institutionalize these uniform procedures.

Related t,) truck inspections, the reference to CVSA's "enhanced standard./' should be changed
to "Level VI inspection procedures" (p. H-12). Also in this section, it says that "under federal
regulations states and tribes could order additional inspections when sruFments entered their
r.espectiv,~ jurisdictions." A subsequent reference to "crew change locations" makes it appear
that the scates may only conduct en route inspections of rail shipments. DOE should clarify that
en route inspections could be required for truck shipments, too. DOE sho',lId also clarify that,
while it will strive to arrange en route inspections of rail shipments at crew change locations, it

may not .uways be possible to do so. Other stops for en route inspections may therefore be
necessary]

~RC re~t11atjons: The SEIS contains numerous references to NRC safegua rds and security
regulatiol''lS (e.g., section 11.2.4.5 on p. 11-9). The document also contains multiple variations on
this theme: "DOE carefully follows U.S. Department of Transportation and NRC transportation
rules now and will follow or exceed any others that might be established h the future, whether
by Congress, the department of transportation, or NRC" (9-7, 11-8, n-9, 1:.-10, H-2, elsewhere).
These statements create the impression that DOE is obligated to follow all NRC regulations on
safeguards and security. While the Midwest feels strongly that DOE shoultl be obligated to
follows these regulations, such is unfo't'tunately not the case. To avoid CO(l fusing readers on this
issue, DOE should make it clear that the NWPA requires the department t:-> abide by the NRC's
requiT.eml~ntfor advance notification. DOE should openly acknowledge, however, that ther.e is
no enforcement mechanjsm for ensuring that DOE follows all other NRC regulations on
shipment safeguards and security.

Also, section H.B on p. H-19 refers to transportation safeguards and secu.ri ry being 1/among the
highest DOE priorities as it plans for shipments... to Yucca Mountain." The section goes on to
say that "DOE would build the security program for the shipments on the successful security
program :.t developed and has successfully used in past d~cades for shipm,:nts of spent nuclear
fuel to DOE facilities from foreign and domestic reactors." Section RIO.! In p. H-24 contains
the exact ,;ame statements. What these sections fail to mention is that mos: of the shipments "in
the past decades" were conducted before September ll, 2001. DOE needs to make sure it not
only buil<ls upon its past successes but also incorporates best practices from the post·9/11 era.

Page H-2 contains this statement: "NRC rules do not require notification e,f local authorities,
which is the responsibility of the individual state governments." This quole makes it sound like
the states are supposed to notify local government offidals, which is not t1 e case. The sentE!nce

3
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should b·~ revised to say "NRC rules do not require notification of local a\lthorities, which is left
to the d.i~·cretionof the individual state governments." Also, on p. H-4, the SEIS states, "As
required by Section 180 of the NWPA, all shipments to a repository would comply with NRC
regulations on advance notification of state and local governments," It would be a good idea to
clarify that, despite the wording used in the NWPA, the r-.m.e does not require notification of
local governments.

In section H.4.8 on p. H-12, the SElS says, "The NRC requires advance notice, en route status,
and othe:: pertinent shipping information on DOE shipments." This sentence is confusing.
DOE nee:is to elaborate on this thought to indicate of whom the NRC requires such
information, and who the intended recipients are]

~ \!ail tran~~: Why is DOE limiting rail shipments of commercial spent f leI to three cal'S per
train, wh~reasDOE spent fuel and high-level waste will travel in trains containing five cars (p.
G-35)? Also, it appears from the analysis that each train wilt consist of cal:ks from only one site
- is that truly DOE's plan? Or is DOE using this configuration in its analysis to bound the
potential impacts? If DOE is, indeed, planning to limit its trains to three or five casks pet' train,
what is the reason? H it is possible or practical to ship more than three ca~ksper train, then
DOE shol.1ld consider doing so to further reduce the total number of shipments and, thereby,
the impal:ts of the transportation program. H DOE does plan to combine ('asks from different
sites on one train, where will the marshalling yards beD

{O \!outin~: The Midwestern states were very concerned to see that, as with -:he 2002 FEIS, the
draft SEm fails to address regional equity and instead. would have the vas-. majority of
shipments from Southern reactors passing through the Midwest - principally through minois
and Miss·)uri. The SElS explains the constraints DOE used when generatbg the routes in
TRAGIS, The states would like to know what specific constraint causes TI{AGIS to "select"
these Miclwestem~boundroutes instead of heading st.raight west. We dou bt there is any
efficiency to be gained, for example, by having shipments from the SOtlth ',ead due north for
hundreds- of miles into Ohio, only to wind up heading south again to get t:> Yucca Mountain.

While it i:; understandable for DOE to want to "give priority to the use ofraillines that ... are
the best maintained and have the highest quality track," Can there be any (:ontribution to safety
or security by giving "priority to originating railroads" (p. 6-4)? If not, thr.: n DOE should refrain
from following this practice. Also, did DOE give any consideration of red .tcing worker
exposure by choosing routes that would minimize en route inspections? Do the estimated
impacts even consider the worker exposure in stat~s like Illinois that reqUite en route
inspections of all shipments? Do these required inspections have any imp:lct on the transit
times and., therefore, the selection of particular routes? Also, the SEIS indicates that TRAGIS
attempts to "identify the shortest" route (p. G-5) - shortest by what measure? Does that mean
distance or time? If time, does it consider the stop in illinois and other stal-eS for en route
inspectious?

4
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With regard to truck routes, on p. (;.6, the SEIS explains that, in TRAGJ5, the "defauH rules
yield hig::lway routes that commercial motor carrierg of freight would be expected to use."
What exactly does this mean?

In sectiorl H.4.2, the SEIS says "DOE is performing and would perform thl: [route identification]
work through a Topic Group of the Transportation External Coordination Working Group,
which would seek broader public input and collect conunents on routing ,.'fiteria and the
process for development of a set of routes" (H·lO). It is not the Topic Group's plan or its
responsibility to seek public input. DOE should correct this statemeOU

(I !Section 19O(c): The draft SEIS includes some inaccurate statements and errors that should be
~rrected. For example, on p. 9·7, Section 9.3.1. states that "Section 180(c) (If the NWPA allows
DOE to provide teclmical assistance and funds to states for training local f:ovemrnent and
Americar, Indian tribal public safety officia2s" (emphasis added). First, th: NWPA requires
DOE to provide this assistance. Second, DOE must provide this assistan~'and funding to both
states and tribes for training local officials - that is, the states will not be training the tribal
officials. In addition, on pages H-18 and H-33, there are references to "saf,~ routing
transport:ttion" instead of "safe, routine transportation." DOE should correct these references
and any (Ither instances where this language appears.

In additic.n, section 9.3.1 mentions a "specific management action to mitig.\te impacts" in
comlection with the Section 180{c) training assistance, namely, "DOE could pt'ovide such
training." While that may be true, the current plan is for DOE to provide assistance to states
and tribe~i, with the latter parties being responsible for training. Rather than duplicate these
efforts, a better "management action to mitigate impacts" would be to fund the development of
transportation safety programs within the states and tribes, similar to what the DOE Carlsbad
Field Office has done to promote the safety of WIPP shipments. The state~ have unanimously
requested that DOE work with them to develop an approach for funding bis type of activity
separate from Section 180(c). DOE's draft SEIS misses the opportunity to bke impact mitigation
one step further by assisting in the creation or maintenance of such state- <: nd tribal-level
programs.

In section H.7 (H-t8 and H-19), the draft SEIS mentions that the evaluatior of Section 180(c)
policy "cc·nsidered programs the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency
Managem ent Agency developed and relevant OOE funding and emergency response training
efforts su(n as the Waste I$olation Pilot Plant and Foreign Research Reactor. transportation
programs." The text should also mention the DOT Hazardous Materials Emergency
Preparednes6 grant program, since this program is the basis for the recommended allocation
formula III DOE's most recent Federal Register notice on Section 180(C8

12. [SeCUrity: The SETS needs more information on state escorts. Also, in sectic·n H.6.2 on p. H-17,
L1he SEJS states that "[w]hile spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive ",Taste shipments are

in transit, state, local, and tribal governments could provide security for a radiological
transpolt£ltion incident that occurred on pubhc lands." What does this statement mean? Will
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state and law enforcement officers be denied access to rail accidents that (,ccur on privately
owned tracks? DOE needs to darify this statement]

I3 \Shipmen l numbers: Is it valid to assume that each train leaving a site will carry three fully
lfoaded c~lSks (G-34)? Although the states support this type of configuration as a way to reduce
the total number of shipments and increase the efficiency of DOE's transportation system, it will
be necessary for DOE to successfully renegotiate its contracts with the utilities in order to make
this possible. The SEIS should assess the impacts of a more realistic system that is constrained
by the re'luirements of the existing standard contracts and shipping queu.:. While it may be
realistic to assume that utilities will fiU each cask, the limitations of the CU:Tent queuing system
make it unrealistic to assume they wHJ fill three casks in a given year.

With regar.d to Cook nuclear plant in Michigan, changing the mode hom :'ail to truck triples the
number of shipments that will affect the state (p. G-96). What is the reaso:\ for the change?

While thE! draft SEIS contains much infonnation on the inventories of spent fuel and high-level
waste, th·~ total numbers of casks, shipments numbers, and potential state.specific impacts, it
does so in a manner that is incomplete and confusing. Stakeholders need to be able to l'eview
the raw d.ata that DOE used to derive its estimate of the impacts. Por example, the Midwest
would IH:e to have tables showing the impacted population within each SI ate, or to have an idea
of which routes are attributable to which plants. AppendiX G is supposed to contain the
information to support DOE's estimates of the impacts, but this infonnation is n.o..!}'resented in
a way I:h'lt makes it dear how DOE used the information to reach its conclusions;.}

Iy rTrans.portation operational contingencies: In section HA.6, as in others th.\t address topics in
l..Th~ DOE Transportation Practices Manual, DOE should reiterate its intent to follow the manual
and mak4~ sure the text matches what is in the manual. I.e., for weather checks, the SElS should
either cite or paraphrase from the mam.1sl.

In this sa:~e section, the SEIS says the states and tribes would provide inpllt on weather
through ~rRANSCOM. This is not practical, therefore DOE should identi~1a different method
(e.g., phone calls). This section also mentions that, "(iJf the shipment encountered
unanticiF·ated severe weather, the operators would contact this [transport::ttion operations]
center to coordinate routing to a safe stopping area if it became necessary to delay the shipment
until conditions improved" (p. H-ll). This section should mention state involvement in
deciding to move a shipment into safe parking (again, consistent with the DOE manual)]

(5' [jransportation planning: On page H-9, the SEIS says, ''DOE is preparing it comprehensive
national !;pent fuel transportation plan that accommodates stakeholder cO",cerns to the extent
practicable." Later in Section H.4.3, however, the SEIS .mentions a "Transportation Operations
Plan" and "individual site plans." VVhat is the relationship, if any, between these three plans (or
types of I,lans)f]

6
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Message;

~Hd you knOW?
Allstat,? leg1slator~ govemors end
state o/fldals in the Midwest are
members ofCSG.

As a m(~mberofCSG Midwest, you
can access our Information Helpline
for free.. fast anS'NelS to yourstate
government andpolicy questions.
Call us .'3t (630) 925-1922 formore
Information or use our onlIne
informt3.tion req(Jest form at
WWliV.c:gmidwest. org.

71Je esc,; Web site updates Its
Statesn=ws headlin~sdally to keep
you informed about what's going on
in state government Visit us at
www.C!;.1.org.

Eech year36ofthe region~

lawmak~rsare selected to partidpate
in our /t1adership trainingprogram 
the Bowhay /f15titute for Legislative
Leadership Development (B/LLD).

I'

Remember to join us!
63rd Annual Meeting

of the
Midwestern Legislative

Conference
July 13-16, 2008

Rapid City, South Dakota

For more information,
visi~ us on the Internet at

~'WIov.csgmidwestorg


